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Disclaimer: 

Visitors who use this book and rely on any information do so at their own risk. 

THIS BOOK AND ALL MATERIALS AND ATTACHED DOCUMENTS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” 

WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF ANY KIND INCLUDING WARRANTIES 

OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, OR FITNESS 

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL CASH & KING MARKETING LLC. OR 

ITS AGENTS OR CONTRACTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, 

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS 

OF INFORMATION) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE MATERIALS OR 

IDEAS, EVEN IF LEVEL UP ENTERPRISES HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS PROHIBIT THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF 

LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY 

NOT APPLY TO YOU. Cash & King Marketing LLC. and its agents or contractors further do not 

warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links, or other items 

contained within this Site or its attached documents. Cash & King Marketing LLC. may make changes 

to this book or attached documents at any time without notice.The information on this book is 

intended solely for entertainment purposes and may not be used as a substitute for professional 

advice and/or information, as circumstances will vary from person to person. You should not act or 

rely upon this information without seeking professional advice. Do not attempt any of the suggested 

actions, solutions, remedies, or instructions found in this book without first consulting with a qualified 

professional. The materials are not intended to be nor do they constitute actionable professional 

advice. Transmission of this information is not intended to create a professional-client relationship 

between Cash & King Marketing LLC. and you. The owners, editors, contributors, administrators, and 

other staff of Cash & King Marketing LLC. are not qualified professionals, and are simply aggregating 

information found online for entertainment purposes only.By using this book, you hereby forfeit any 

and all claims, past, present, and future, against the owners, editors, contributors, administrators, and 

other staff of Cash & King Marketing LLC. 

This book is protected by copyright, trademark, trade dress, and other intellectual property laws and 

international conventions. Unless otherwise noted, all worldwide rights, titles, and interests in and to 

this book and contents are owned or licensed by Cash & King Marketing LLC. and/or its affiliated 

companies. This book is not intended for resale or redistribution without prior written consent. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Craigslist is an amazing online marketplace where you can 
purchase or share just about anything directly with other members 
of your community. If you’re looking to buy a used couch or even 
find a free one, Craigslist should be among the first places that you 
look. There are also countless job postings, ride shares, and rooms 
for rent posted on Craigslist every single day that drive constant 
traffic to the site to the tune of nearly 50 million unique visitors per 
month. That’s a lot of people!  
 

Many people don’t realize this but because Craigslist is so absurdly 
popular the dating section alone manages to capture over two 
million visits per day, making it by far the most popular dating 
resource on the Internet. Unlike other dating websites however, 
Craigslist is not designed to make dating or finding your soul mate 
easy.  
 

Other dating websites have you create an account including 
pictures and a personality profile that will help match you up with 
other people who share common tastes and interests. Craigslist 
does none of that. It treats people exactly the same way it treats 
used desks, TVs, or potted plants… Relying completely on quick 
first impression advertising to promote everything in their digital 
classified ad space. 
 

Because Craigslist isn’t designed to be a dating site it can actually 
be quite difficult to meet other people on it, which is one of the 
reasons most guys who try to use it for online dating end up striking 
out. 
 

Unlike traditional dating websites where guys and girls make 
personality profiles then browse around looking for someone they 
find attractive, Craigslist relies on bulletin posts listed out in 
chronological order. This completely changes the dynamic of online 
dating from conventional dating websites in several key ways. 
 

First of all, because there are no profiles Craigslist offers total 
anonymity. Even your email address is protected by Craigslist’s 
email forwarding service which assigns you an encrypted email 
address when you respond to a Craigslist post. Many women are 
more comfortable browsing Craigslist for this very reason because 
they don’t want to register at a dating site and advertise to 
everyone that they are looking to hook up. 
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Secondly, traditional dating websites function similarly to bars and 
clubs in that women play a passive role of hanging around looking 
sexy while men actively hit on them and try to seduce them. On all 
other dating websites it’s the man’s job to send messages to 
women he’s interested in while women just sit back reading emails 
and look pretty. Because of this women are constantly bombarded 
with messages from tons of guys every day when they register at 
an online dating website, but on Craigslist the roles are completely 
reversed. Because women browse Craigslist for the anonymity 
most of the time they never make a post themselves. Instead men 
post what they’re looking for and if what they write is compelling 
enough to attract women then they are the ones who get their email 
flooded with responses. 
 

The third and final way Craigslist is completely different from other 
dating websites is its chronological posting structure. Instead of 
creating a static profile that others can view whenever they want 
Craigslist has you post what you are interested in at any given 
moment in time and after a few hours depending on how many 
other posts from other people show up your post will sink to the 
bottom of the page where it likely won’t be seen again. This means 
you are going to have to post repeatedly and it’s important for you 
to post during the time of day when the most women are likely to be 
looking in order to maximize your visibility. There is also a search 
function on Craigslist that allows people to search for posts 
according to specific words or topics they are interested in so 
having the right language in your post can give you an additional 
long term advantage. 
 

It’s important to note that the anonymity Craigslist offers also 
makes it a potentially dangerous place. There are a lot of 
spammers on Craigslist who are trying their best to capture your 
email address or other personal information. Nearly all of the posts 
in Women seeking Men (w4m) are spam designed to scam you. 
Anytime someone asks for your personal email address without 
engaging in a real line of dialogue they are probably a scam.  
 

NEVER GIVE YOUR CREDIT CARD TO ANYONE ON 
CRAIGSLIST!!!  
 

There are lots of people pretending to be women on Craigslist 
either posting ads themselves or responding to the ads you post 
that will try to convince you to sign up on a third party website to 
verify that you’re a trustworthy person so they can meet up with 
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you. Those websites are scams and are just trying to collect your 
email or credit card information. Never sign up for anything like that. 
 

The best way to verify if someone who responds to your ad is a 
human is by asking them a question like “what part of the city do 
you live in?” or really anything that would require them to give you a 
specific answer. If they can’t do that then they definitely do not 
deserve your time or energy (and especially not your email or credit 
card!) 
 

There are also a lot of guys on Craigslist who may try to seduce 
you by responding to your ad and offering you sexual services. If 
you’re not interested then simply ignore them. You are not 
obligated to respond to anyone who contacts you through Craigslist 
so whenever you are approached by a person you aren’t attracted 
to it’s often best to just forget about them. They will more than likely 
think you are just another spam post and forget all about you. 
 

If you don’t feel comfortable or safe meeting someone that has 
contacted you through Craigslist then it’s up to you to decide how to 
proceed. Normally when you meet someone for the first time it’s 
best to invite them to someplace public like a bar or restaurant so 
you can introduce yourself. You’re not obligated to buy them drinks 
but if you want to it’s entirely up to you. Depending on the context 
of the post that attracted them, you’ll know what sort of escapades 
they’re down for. I’ve met up with girls at coffee shops, pet stores, 
hotel lobbies, bars, clubs, and I even met one at Target which I 
thought was strange but we ended up having sex in a van in the 
parking lot! 

GETTING SET UP 
 
Before you start posting in the personals section of Craigslist you 
should create an email account specifically to be used just for this 
purpose. You’ll be receiving a lot of spam that you don’t want going 
to your regular email address. Gmail, hotmail, and yahoo are all 
great email services to use and when you create this email 
consider using a fake name or at least changing your last name to 
avoid the chance of possible responders stalking you on facebook 
or other places. 
 

Once you have your new email address it’s time to create a 
Craigslist account for yourself. Go to www.craigslist.org and on the 
left hand column, click the “My Account” link. Then on the account 

http://www.craigslist.org/
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log in page click the link to create a new account and set it up using 
your new email address. After you create your account you’ll have 
to use the email address signed up with to log in click the 
verification link. Once that’s done you are ready to get started. 
Craigslist doesn’t require you to make an account in order to post 
online but doing so gives you the ability to save your post history 
which makes re-posting ads much easier. 
 

Craigslist is divided up into States and Cities and you’ll obviously 
want to focus your posts on the city you’re in. If your city isn’t listed 
then pick the one that’s nearest to you. 
 

One last thing you’re going to need are a few pictures ready for 
your posts. You don’t need to include pictures of yourself in the 
posts you put up but every post needs to have some sort of picture 
attached to it. Craigslist has a button at the top of the page as part 
of its filter options that when clicked allows only posts with pictures 
to show up. Most people searching Craigslist exclusively look at 
posts with pictures so in order to get the most visibility for your 
posts you need to have a picture attached. 
 

Do a google images search for “seduction” or “romantic” and when 
you find some things that stand out Right Click on the picture then 
save it to your computer. Make a folder and put at least 10 pictures 
in there that you want to use. I’ve used picture of cityscapes, 
puppies, people cuddling, black and white seductive photos, and 
some straight up hard core porn pictures all with great success. 
 

You’ll also need some good looking photos of yourself to send out 
in your follow up emails once you start to get responses. Just as 
you’re going to want women to send you pictures of themselves 
when they respond to your ads, they are going to want to see a 
picture of you once you start talking. If you’re a photogenic model 
then this will be easy for you but for the rest of us I have a few tips 
to get the best results from your selfies.  
 

For face pictures it’s a good idea to submit a handful of pictures to 
a photo rating website like www.rankmyphotos.com where people 
can quickly score your picture to let you know which ones are your 
most attractive. Typically pictures where you’re doing something 
interesting are better received than ones taken in the bathroom or 
sitting in front of your computer. 
 

Show off your assets to make yourself stand out. If you’ve got 
tattoos take a few pictures of them. If you’ve got six pack abs then 

http://www.rankmyphotos.com/
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for sure get a shot of that. If you can get a good looking picture of 
your body without your face that is one of the best types of photos 
to use in your posts. If you want to take a dick picture then go for it. 
I don’t recommend using pictures of your cock in your posts but if 
someone you’re chatting with asks for one and you’re comfortable 
flashing it around then it could come in handy. 

CRAIGSLIST LINGO 
 
On Craigslist people often speak in code. In order to understand 
what’s being said, here is a breakdown of common acronyms and 
lingo to help you out. 

CRAIGSLIST PERSONALS CODE: 

The first letter is for the one seeking and the last letter is the one 
being searched for. 
M4W - Man for Woman 

M4T - Man for Transgender (or Transvestite… a cross between a 
man and a woman) 
MW4MW - Man and Woman couple swap with another Man and 
Woman couple 

MW4M - Man and Woman couple looking for another Man 

ACRONYMS & ABBREVIATIONS: 

NSA - No Strings Attached (just wants to fuck) 
HWP - Height/Weight Proportionate (Normal human shaped body… 
not too fat or round) 
DDF - Drug and Disease Free (No sexually transmitted diseases or 
drug use) 
FWB - Friends With Benefits (Ongoing casual sex relationship 
without commitment) 
JO - Jerk Off (Masturbate with hands) 
BBW - Big Beautiful Woman (A woman who is somewhat 
overweight) 
BBC - Big Black Cock (Yep… exactly) 
ISO - In Search Of (Specifically looking for) 
LTR - Long Term Relationship (More than just hooking up… They 
want dating) 
SP - Strictly Platonic (Just friends no sex) 
Sub - Submissive (Wants to be told what to do sexually) 
Dom - Dominant (Likes to tell others what to do sexually) 
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BDSM - Bondage Domination Sadism Masochism (Whips, chains, 
and blindfolds) 
ABR - Adult Breastfeeding Relationship (Pretend to be a baby and 
drink milk from titties) 
ANR - Adult Nursing Relationship (Same as ABR) 

420 - Marijuana (Often see 420 friendly which means they are cool 
with smoking) 
Cam - Camera (Means they want to record what you do together) 
PNP - Party And Play (Sex with Drugs) 

CRAIGSLIST CODE WORDS: 

Some words have secret meanings you’ll have to watch out for. 
Donations - Money for sex work 

Roses - Dollars (If someone says they want 50 roses that means 
they want $50 for sex) 
Spoil - Pay for sex (If you say you want to spoil someone they will 
expect you to pay them) 
Skiing - Using cocaine 

Skittles - Ecstasy 

Snow - Cocaine 

Tina - Crystal meth 

 
Many of these code words will cause your post to be immediately 
flagged and removed from Craigslist so be careful how you use them. 

CRAIGSLIST PERSONALS 
 

The two main areas where you’ll be posting personal ads are under 
Men Seeking Women and Casual Encounters M4W (Men for 
Women). Men Seeking Women posts are typically less aggressive 
and appeal more to women looking for long term relationships 
(LTR) while M4W is for balls out one night stands. 
 

Though it may seem like seducing women searching for a boyfriend 
in Men Seeking Women will take more work than someone 
desperately looking to hook up in Casual Encounters this isn’t at all 
the case. Most women aren’t comfortable directly announcing to a 
stranger that they just want to fuck even if that’s how they really 
feel. Many women are too embarrassed to even respond to a 
provocative ad because of the connotations it implies about them, 
so they’d rather respond to an innocent ad that gives them 
plausible deniability. 
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I can’t tell you how many women I’ve met who start their 
conversation by saying “I don’t even know how I ended up in the 
Craigslist dating section… I was just looking for furniture and then 
somehow found your ad.” Women don’t want to be perceived as 
horny, lonely, or desperate so they try to pretend that they just 
innocently stumbled onto your ad in the middle of their busy day. 
For this reason, some of the most effective ads for attracting 
women are the most innocent and unassuming because they give 
them the ability to respond without seeming desperate for sex. 
 

I’ve talking with countless women who’ve told me that they browse 
the Casual Encounters section to laugh at the shameless flood of 
dick pictures posted there. Often times groups of women will be 
viewing this section together joking about the posts they find. Even 
coming from this lighthearted context I’ve had women stumble 
across my posts and step aside, overwhelmed by their need to 
respond. 
 

The trick to getting women on Craigslist is to stand out and then 
captivate their imagination so that you become the focus of their 
sexual fantasies. 

STAND OUT 

TIMING: 

When it comes to getting noticed on Craigslist there are a several 
key factors to consider. First and foremost is timing. The first page 
of ads always gets the most attention but depending on where you 
live there may be hundreds of new posts made in the dating section 
of Craigslist every day. During peak hours the volume of new posts 
can be so intense that an ad may only stay on the first page for a 
matter of minutes before getting shoved onto the next page where it 
is less likely to ever get viewed. So if you post an ad looking for sex 
at 7:00 PM on a Friday night like everyone else, you’ll be lucky to 
have your ad stay on the front page for more than ten minutes. 
Conversely if you try posting midday on a Wednesday your ad will 
stay visible much longer but fewer women will likely be looking. 
Generally the longer your ad is on the front page the better. Even if 
fewer people are looking when it’s there it is still more likely to be 
seen than when it’s pushed further back. 
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To maximize your ad visibility it’s best to post a variety of ads 
throughout the day. I’ve found that posting 3 times per day yields 
the best results.  
 

 Post once around 9:00am to catch women checking 
Craigslist as they settle into work or their morning routine.  

 Again around noon for those bored and searching at lunch.  
 And finally in the evening between 7:00 - 9:00pm as women 

are getting home from work and looking for someone to take 
their mind off their busy day. 

 

If you post too many ads per day Craigslist will think you’re 

spamming them and lock up your account. You’re free to post as 

much as you want but if you post more than 3 times per day it might 

be a good idea to have multiple accounts that you post from so 

Craigslist doesn’t stop you. 

VARIETY: 

Craigslist gives you the option to include a bunch of helpful details 
in your posts that will make you stand out. You have the ability to 
include your specific location which is very helpful for finding 
people nearby. You can also include your age, body type, height, 
and relationship statue. It’s always good to be somewhat accurate 
with this data because you plan to actually meet the people who 
respond and if you’re too misleading they’ll probably be very 
disappointed and confused.  
 

That being said you NEED to experiment with these options. If you 
live in a small town near a big city change your specific location to 
the bigger city and you’ll receive a lot more traffic to your post. 
Change your age plus or minus a few years. If you’re 30 years old 
there may be women who are only searching for guys 29 and 
younger, or even women who only want guys over 35. If you don’t 
experiment with changing your age you could be missing out on a 
ton of opportunities to hook up. Just don’t go crazy and tell people 
you’re 18 when you’re 50 if you can’t convincingly pull it off. 
 

Craigslist has a wide variety of body type options to choose from 
and you need to experiment with variations here too. If you’re 
unsure what to go with just pick Average, but it’s worth trying 
anything that you remotely think might apply to your physique even 
if you think it might not be flattering to admit because there are 
likely women out there specifically looking for those body types. It’s 
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also a good idea to try different heights though keep in mind that 
typically women are interested in men who are taller. 

 

Status is an interesting option because you may assume that your 

best bet is to let people know that you’re single. Listing yourself as 

single is often a good choice but that’s not always the case. Lots of 

women are attracted to married men or guys they know are already 

in a relationship, especially women who are themselves in 

relationships and looking to cheat on their partner. Women that are 

cheating don’t want some single guy falling in love with them and 

messing up their relationship. Knowing that you’re already 

committed to someone else is comforting to them because they 

know you have as much at risk if you get caught as they do. For 

this reason it’s a good idea to experiment with changing your status 

to married or partnered for some of the most seductive Craigslist 

posts. 

HEADLINES: 

The next thing you need is an eye catching headline that women 
can’t help but click on. It can be a real challenge to make your ad 
stand out in the midst of so many other seemingly identical posts. 
Typical headlines say things like “Lets Fuck!”, “Huge cock looking 
for fun”, or “nsa hookup for fwb.” Not only are these headlines not 
captivating, they’re so common they blend right in and women 
hardly even notice them. 
 

To stand out you want to use your headline to inform women that 
your ad contains information they NEED TO KNOW. The easiest 
way to do this is to use a headline that blatantly states this fact 
upfront: 
 

You need to know this first 
This is what you’re looking for 

You deserve this 

This post is different from the others… 

 

Headlines like these draw attention because they boldly say that 
the ad you’ve written has information that women need to find out. 
These headlines are effective because they’re different from what 
everyone else is posting and they promise that the content of your 
ad will also be something interesting and new. 
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Another fantastic strategy is to use your headline to ask a 
provocative question or make a statement that promises to answer 
an existing question they may have. There are certain questions 
that women just can’t ignore especially when it comes to sex and 
dating. Questions like: 
 

Have you had sex like this? 

How to get a boyfriend 

How to have multiple orgasms 

How do you screw up a blowjob? 

The best way to spend Thursday night? 

 

These are the sort of questions you might see on the cover of 
Cosmopolitan Magazine. Magazines like that know exactly what 
captivates women so pay attention to the headlines they use on 
their cover because they’re a great source of inspiration for your 
posts. 
 

Seductive headlines are another excellent way to attract lots of 
women. These headlines appeal to their fantasies similar to the 
titles or romance novels. One look at these headline and women 
instinctively need to open your post and start reading. 
 

It’s time for your escape 

More than casual 
New temptation 

Our embrace 

The Dream: part one. 
 

Another clever strategy for writing headlines is to include keywords 
that women searching Craigslist might use for other reasons. The 
job posting section of Craigslist is the most popular feature of the 
site and people are constantly searching Craigslist for apartments, 
furniture, or other household items. Single women search for these 
things every day yet not everyone visits the Craigslist dating 
section. By using the words Job, Apartment, Couch, Guitar, etc. 
in your headline you will show up in their searches and potentially 
snag a few unexpected dates. 
 

 Being a girlfriend shouldn’t be a job 

 My one bedroom apartment needs a woman’s touch 

 I have the TV and Couch. You bring the movie 

I’ll play guitar, you sing for me 
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OUTSTANDING CONTENT: 

Now that you’ve got your post up at the right time for maximum 
exposure and your eye catching headline is getting tons of views, 
it’s time to focus on the meaty content that makes up your actual 
post. Take a look at what most guys are posting on Craigslist and 
you’ll see some of the most shamefully pathetic attempts to attract 
women ever conceived by man. For example a typical post on 
Craigslist might looks something like this:  
 

“Looking for them who like it deep a sexy guy can host what's Gud 

iam wait for u must b moilbe or close by” 

 

I just went on Craigslist and clicked the first post on the page at 
random and that was what it said… and as you might expect it was 
accompanied by a picture of a dick.  
 

Now I’m sure you can do better than that but if you look through 
posts you’ll see that the vast majority are less than two or three 
sentences and they’re mostly just explaining that the person 
attached to the dick in the photo is down for NSA casual sex 
RIGHT NOW. This isn’t an effective strategy for picking up women. 
It’s borderline crazy that anyone would ever think that posting like 
this is a good idea, but the reason guys do it is because they’re 
making the mistake of assuming that women think about sex the 
same way as men. If a man sees a post on Craigslist with a picture 
of a naked woman and a few lines about when and how she needs 
to get fucked, that’s exactly what most guys are looking for. Guys 
are turned on at the sight of naked women and are motivated by 
facts and directions. Women don’t think at all that way, in fact their 
mind is exactly the opposite. 
 

Most women aren’t immediately aroused at the sight of a naked 
man. No matter how awesome you think your dick is women won’t 
stop what they’re doing and come running after looking at a picture 
of your penis. Women also know that nearly every guy they ever 
meet would be happy to have NSA casual sex with them at any 
moment. Posting this information on Craigslist does nothing for 
them except maybe shower them with disappointment for the 
human race. 
 

Women need to be seduced. They want to escape their boring lives 
and get caught up in some ridiculous fantasy like they seen on TV. 
They want to be swept away in the moment with uncontrollable 
sexual desire by a man who knows exactly how to treat a woman. 
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When women are feeling horny and they’re looking on Craigslist to 
hook up, this is the kind of encounter they are after.  Romance 
novels are packed full of drama and intrigue designed to capture 
women’s imaginations. Not only are the scenarios they depict 
exciting, the sensual language they’re written with gets women hot 
and ready faster than anything else on the planet. Successful 
Craigslist posts that harness the panty melting power of seductive 
language use erotic storytelling to bring women to their knees! 
 

Now, you’ve probably never read a romance novel and I don’t 
blame you. Most guys haven’t. They aren’t made for us. But once I 
discovered the power they had over women and started using 
knowledge from them in my Craigslist posts I buckled down and 
read a ton. These books are downright dirty. Full of kinky stuff 
wilder than most porn I’m comfortable watching. To get an idea of 
what I’m talking about and fill your mind with erotic inspiration 
check out http://www.literotica.com/. There you can view thousands 
of user submitted short stories on just about every pornographic 
topic imaginable. 

TYPES OF POSTS: 

My experiences have shown that the length of an ad has little 
impact on its success. If it takes one paragraph or two pages of text 
to get your point across, women will savor every word so long as 
it’s compelling. I’ve experimented with a wide variety of ad styles 
and sizes and there are three main types of posts that are the most 
effective. 
 

Seductive Posts - These are the erotic posts I’ve been telling you 
about that are best used in Casual Encounters M4W. The sort that 
captures a woman’s sexual imagination and has her squirming in 
her seat wanting more. These posts tell a story about how you’re 
going to passionately rip their clothes off and nail their pussy to the 
ground with your throbbing rock hard cock. 
 

Seductive posts are full of descriptive language that focuses on the 
heightened senses experienced during an unbelievably exciting 
sexual encounter. They deliver the passion women are seeking as 
they sit at their computer bored out of their minds looking at 
Craigslist for some escape. Through seductive storytelling you 
become their fantasy as they imagine how amazing it will feel to be 
completely ravished by your sexual power. 
 

http://www.literotica.com/
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Women who respond to this sort of post are 100% down to fuck 
and you’ve got to strike while the iron is hot. Once you’ve turned a 
woman on with a seductive post you don’t want to give them time to 
cool off or get distracted by anyone else. The sooner you respond 
back and start exchanging information the more likely your success 
will be.  
 

Romantic Posts - When posting in Men Seeking Women it’s often 
wise to tone the sexual language down a bit. There are many 
women browsing this section looking for a potential boyfriend and 
you’ll scare them off by being too sexually aggressive.  
 

Romantic posts describe the sort of subtle intimate experiences 
that people share when they’re in a relationship. They portray you 
as a caring and attentive person looking to share some magical 
moments with a woman. These posts will lead you down a path 
more similar to regular dating. If you’re looking for a girlfriend then 
this is absolutely perfect. Even though these posts may seem more 
innocent the odds of getting laid on the first date are still extremely 
high because this is Craigslist and sex is what most women there 
are looking for. 
 

Innocent Posts - Lots of women aren’t comfortable responding to 
ads that are too aggressive or provocative because of what they 
think you might insinuate about them being too sexually easy or 
needy. Women want to maintain an illusion of innocence so often 
posts without any direct sexuality are the easiest for them to 
respond to. Non-sexual innocent posts (otherwise known as “Netfix 
and Chill) also give women the sense that you’re a normal guy just 
looking to hang out and make friends. There are a lot of perverts 
and creeps posting on Craigslist that women really would rather 
avoid so posting something completely normal makes them feel at 
ease. 
 

Innocent posts when accompanied with an attractive face photo of 
yourself tend to get more responses than any other type of ad. 
Posts about watching TV, playing video games, or cooking dinner 
get a ton of responses. It may seem like the women interested in 
doing these casual activities with you would be harder to hook up 
with than someone responding to a seductive post but this is hardly 
the case. Granted when a woman responds to a seductive post you 
know for a fact that she is looking to hook up, but from my 
experience women responding to innocent posts typically want the 
exact same thing.  
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I can’t tell you how many times women have responded to posts 

I’ve made about watching TV shows then just five messages into 

our conversation they start sending me naked pictures of 

themselves. 90% of the time the women responding to these posts 

don’t even have any interest in the topic they’re responding to. If 

you do this right women will respond regardless of whether they’re 

familiar with the show, game, or experience you’re posting about 

and want to fuck your brains out simply for being normal! 

POST MANAGEMENT 
 
In order to maximize your post visibility and overall response rate 
from women on Craigslist you need to keep posting regularly. 
Unfortunately, posting the same ad multiple times per day is 
IMPOSSIBLE. Craigslist has a duplicate content rule that 
recognizes when a post is repeated too often and identifies it as 
spam. So in order to post as many times as you need to for 
maximum responses, you need to have multiple ads running 
throughout the day. 
 

If you have an ad you really like and want to repeat it you will have 
to make a few changes to it first. 
  

Create a new headline 

 Change at least 50% of the ad text 
 Use a different photo or rename it 
 

Craigslist requires you to wait at least 72 hours before you can 
repost an ad. If you’re posting three times per day you will need to 
have at least nine ads ready (3 ads per day for 3 days) to post 
before your first set is able to be renewed.  
 

Fortunately Craigslist makes it incredibly easy to organize and 
renew posts when the time is right. So long as you have a Craigslist 
account every post you make is saved within the My Account 
section. From there you can see which posts are Active, Expired, 
or Deleted. Once a post is made active it stays on Craigslist, 
gradually getting pushed further back in pages and visibility. After 
72 hours the option to renew appears beside your post and all you 
have to do is click it at the appropriate time of day. When you click 
renew your post will instantly return to the top of the list on the very 
front page ready to be viewed by eagerly searching women. 
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It’s here in the backend of the My Accounts section where you have 

the ability to modify your posts as needed. If a post isn’t getting the 

sort of responses you’re after you can edit the text and make 

adjustments. Try changing the headline, using a different age, body 

type, or height. This is where the experimentation takes place that 

will allow you to discover what women in your area are specifically 

looking for. 

DIGITAL WINGMAN 

By posting regularly throughout the day Craigslist lines up dates 

with the absolute minimal amount of effort. Getting posts online 

takes only seconds leaving you free to work, play, or just sit back 

and relax while your inbox gets flooded with responses from horny 

local women. 

The beauty of this approach is that it opens up so many options for 

your sex life. Over time you’ll end up connecting with countless 

women who you’ll be interacting with at various levels at any given 

time. You’ll be emailing and texting some to set up encounters, 

chatting with others you’ve already met, and going out with new 

women as often as you want. 

So long as you continue updating and renewing your posts you’ll 

have a constant supply of interested women to draw from. As your 

dating pool grows maintaining contact with all the women you meet 

can become a bit challenging. It’s always a good idea to double 

check the names and email addresses of the women who respond 

to be sure you haven’t already meet them before from a previous 

post. Occasionally you’ll see the same women respond to multiple 

posts over time and it can be awkward to reintroduce yourself more 

than once… especially if you’ve already hooked up. 

RESPONSES 
 
Once your posts are listed you WILL get responses. Many of these 
responses will be spam and some will be real women. It’s important 
that you’re able to tell the two apart so you won't waste too much 
time chasing robots. It’s pretty easy to identify most spam without 
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even having to send any response at all but some can be a little 
tricky to sort out. Basically there are three major types of spam 
you’ll encounter: 
 

Link bait - This sort of spam tries to get you to go to a website and 
register an account so you can then talk to the woman who sent 
you there. No real woman would ever do that so these are 100% 
not worth your time. Do not bother even clicking the link. Normally 
they send you to a site that will collect your email address and other 
demographic data or possibly even your credit card. DO NOT GIVE 
ANYONE ON CRAIGSLIST YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER!!! 
 

Sometimes the link won’t be on the first response you receive from 
a “women.” At first it may just seem like a woman who’s interested 
in you but isn’t responding to anything from your actual ad directly. 
It should raise a flag for you if the response you receive seems 
generic and unspecific without any reference to the post that 
brought them to you. If you chose to respond to someone who has 
reached out to you in such a vague way I recommend asking them 
a specific question in your reply. I typically ask what part of town 
they’re in because it’s something I actually want to know if I plan to 
travel to hook up with them and if they completely ignore it in their 
response back then I know they’re just spam and move on. 
 

This sort of link bait can get very elaborate stretching out into four 
or five canned emails pretending to be really interested in you. 
Once you respond they will continue to insist that they just need 
you to go to another website to verify for them that you’re a safe 
person they can be comfortable meeting with. I repeat there are no 
websites that perform that service and no real woman will ever ask 
you to do anything like that so just ignore anything remotely 
resembling this sort of response. 
 

Photo miners - Some responses you receive that may seem legit 
are actually just people trying to collect pictures or other types of 
information from you. Lots of people are going to ask for your 
picture when they respond to your post and it’s usually a good idea 
to send them one if you want to continue the conversation. Photo 
miners usually reply to your post with a very short statement asking 
for a picture without any relationship to what you’ve written (this 
should always be a red flag for you). If you want to reply to them 
even though they seem to have gone to the very minimal effort 
reaching out to you it’s your choice. If you do, it’s a good idea to 
ask a specific question and maybe state the fact that you want to 
confirm that they are real before you sending them anything else. If 
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they reply back with an intelligent response then carry on with your 
seduction, otherwise just move along. 
 

Photo miners are mostly harmless even though they’re annoying. 
Typically they’re just collecting images for the sort of spam dating 
websites that claim to be full of horny local singles but really are 
not. Those sites pretend to have lots of active members and you 
just need to pay to join to be able to connect with them. It’s all a big 
scam. The photos are harvested from Craigslist and other places all 
over the internet then people pretend to be a local single just to 
keep you subscribed though they never actually meet up. 
 

There are other types of miners out there as well. You may receive 
a response from a “woman” who says she is interested in you and 
includes her phone number or email address asking you to 
message her directly. DON’T DO IT!!! If you call, text, or email them 
directly they will capture your email address or phone number 
which is all they’re after. People sell email addresses and phone 
numbers to spam companies and you don’t need any of that 
nonsense. Always stay within the protected Craigslist email system. 
As long as you are communicating within an email exchange that 
started as a response to your post then nobody can get your actual 
email address. Always exchange a few emails and confirm that 
you’re actually talking to a real person before giving out any 
additional information such as your pictures, phone number, or 
email address. 
 

Photo bombers - Photo bombers are similar to photo miners in 
that they are usually trying to collect data such as your pictures, 
phone number, or email address, but they do it in the laziest way 
possible. Typically a photo bomber won’t even write anything in 
their response to you. It will either be blank or just have your own 
text from your post copied and sent right back to you. The 
mechanism they use to try to get you to respond is by including a 
sexy picture with text added over it asking you to reply to their real 
email address. This type of spam is the easiest to spot because it is 
so completely different from anything a normal real woman would 
try and do. If you receive a message without any text and a strange 
picture covered in text just ignore it completely. Plain and simple. 

RESPONDING TO WOMEN: 

You may be wondering with all this spam how many women 
actually respond on Craigslist. On average if you’re posting three 
times per day you can expect at least 1 or 2 actual contacts every 
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day. Over the course of a month that means you’ll have connected 
with 30-40 real women in your area who you know are looking to 
get laid. However, not everyone you connect with is going to 
actually want to hook up. If you can’t keep a girl interested after 
their initial response, you’ll never even meet. On average if you 
connect with 30 women over the course of a month maybe 5-10 of 
those will be seriously interested and want to meet up. If you’re 
able to go out with those 5-10 women, the success rate of getting 
laid is extremely high. 
 

Don’t spend too much time emailing back and forth with women. 
After 3 or 4 email exchanges if you haven’t met yet then odds are 
you never will. As a general rule your responses should follow like 
this: 
 

1st Response - It’s a good idea to include a flattering picture of 
yourself and answer any questions women may have asked from 
their message in your first email response. I also usually end by 
asking what part of town they’re in as a specific question that helps 
filter out spam and gives me an idea of how far I may have to travel 
if we do hook up. Always end your response with a question 
because it gives women an opportunity to respond. 
 

2nd Response - If you get a human response after sending your 
picture then you should basically be set to do your thing! If they 
didn’t already arrange to meet up in their follow up then now is the 
time to suggest a time a place where you can meet and see where 
things go from there. Feel free to give out your phone number and 
ask to continue the conversation through text message as that’s 
typically easier for scheduling things. If you still have any 
unanswered questions about them now is the time to ask. 
 

3rd Response - At this point if you’re still exchanging emails you’ve 
got to seal the deal. Don’t seem desperate. Confidently tell her 
when and where you want to meet and make it sometime soon. Be 
polite. If she keeps asking a bunch of questions tell her you don’t 
use email very much and it’s better to talk in person. Once you 
meet so long as you behave like a normal person it should be easy 
to get into bed. 

 

Once you have a girl’s number be as flexible as possible setting up 

a meeting time and date. Some people can only meet during the 

day, others at night, it could be an all-day thing or only for an hour. 

Everyone’s situation is different so be accommodating. Sometimes 
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it helps if you can host at your place. Other times you’ll have to 

travel to them. You need to do what it takes to make this happen if 

you really want it. Remember this is Craigslist so always be 

discrete. Don’t talk about other women you’ve meet, especially not 

by name, and keep all personal information you receive to yourself. 

Part of the allure is your secret romance so don’t blow it by spilling 

the beans. 

RESPONDING TO POSTS 

If you want to try responding to posts in the Women Seeking Men 

or W4M Casual Encounters section of Craigslist don’t get your 

hopes up too much. There is always the chance that you’ll get lucky 

and find an actual woman this way but remember these two things: 

Craigslist is full of spam and any real women posting on there are 

likely bombarded with responses from other men. 

Odds are if you see a really tempting post about a hot woman who 

wants casual sex right now it’s probably not for real. Nearly all of 

the posts by women that include pictures are fake. Remember, 

if something seems too good to be true then you’ll save yourself 

time by ignoring it. 

That being said, you can get lucky from time to time if you’re 

strategic about the posts you respond to: 

 Look for posts that mention specific information such as the 

day of the week or city you’re in as they’re more likely to 

have been written by an actual human being.  

 Good grammar and full sentences are good indicators that 

the post wasn’t written by some Chinese spam machine.  

 Longer thoughtful posts are more likely to be real than direct 

one or two sentence blurbs about fucking. 

Many of these posts pretending to be women are actually spam 

attempting to collect your pictures or other personal information. 

Despite that it’s normally a good idea to include a picture of yourself 

with your initial response if you want to stand out. If a post asks for 

additional information such as your phone number or email address 

don’t give that up so readily. Exchange a few emails to be sure 

they’re real before giving out any contact information. And as 
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always DO NOT GIVE YOUR CREDIT CARD INTORMATION TO 

ANYONE ON CRAIGSLIST! 

USING POSTS AS RESPONSES 

In many cases your existing Craigslist posts can be used as 

responses with slight modification. Simply choose a post that’s 

relevant and work in a few sentences applicable to whatever they 

say they’re looking for so your response isn’t completely random. 

Just as with the original posts themselves, different styles are more 

appropriate to use in different places. Romantic and Innocent posts 

work best as responses to ads in Women Seeking Men while 

Seductive posts nail it in Casual Encounters. 

Posts that tell a story about what you want to do with or to someone 

are best suited to be used as responses. They’re set up to get their 

recipient excited about the intimate encounter meeting you will 

deliver. Posts that describe a night of going out, having dinner, or 

making love make excellent responses to ads looking for romantic 

encounters. 

If a woman posts that she is simply looking for a friend and then 

wants to see where things go, an innocent post can be modified to 

be a perfectly applicable response.  

Strictly Platonic - As a side note related to innocent posts, 

Craigslist has a Strictly Platonic section devoted exclusively to 

friendly nonsexual relationships. You can use innocent posts in 

there as much as you want but don’t expect to get any sort of action 

out of it. This section is exactly as it says: STRICTLY PLATONIC. 

People are not looking in this section to hook up so the odds of 

meeting anyone who wants sex here are extremely low. If you’re 

looking to make new friends however, definitely check it out. 

FETISHES 

It’s a little known fact that Craigslist is the freaky sex capital of the 

world. If you’re into BDSM, transgender, panty collecting, photo 

swapping, fecal play, or ABR it’s all there and more! No matter what 

you’re into there is someone out there willing and ready to satisfy 
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your urges so long as you know how to get their attention. Though 

there are likely more sexual fetishes than anyone can possibly 

imagine it’s a good idea to get familiar with at least the most 

common ones. You’ll be running into these occasionally and who 

knows if you get into it they may turn out to be your thing! 

BONDAGE DOMINATION SADISM MASOCHISM 

Throughout your journeys on Craigslist you will often encounter 

people who self-identify as either dominant or submissive. What 

this means for them varies from person to person but within the 

context of a BDSM relationship these two characteristics lend 

themselves to very specific relationship roles: 

DOM – The dominant role in a BDSM relationship is the person 

who’s always in control. Sometimes called a Master, dominatrix, or 

DOM, whatever title they choose to be called they are the boss and 

demand to be respected. They will set the boundaries and dictate 

the terms of their relationship. Often times within BDSM 

relationships the DOM will use punishment and humiliation followed 

by a degree of aftercare to condition their partner. The dominant 

role can be performed by male or female alike and experienced 

DOM’s may have multiple partners that they attend to. 

SUB – Submissive partners in BDSM relationships are looking to 

give control to someone they can trust. They want to be free from 

decision making and all of their inhibitions which allows their master 

to push them to the limits of their comfort zone. For SUBs there 

may be a degree of pain or humiliation involved in some of the acts 

they are subjected to but that isn’t always the case. It’s important 

that they communicate with their dominant partner to make their 

boundaries and expectations clear. 

ORGIES 

Often overlooked by the uninitiated, Craigslist has entire sections 

entirely dedicated to group sex and partner swapping. Open 

relationships are much more common that you may think and 

singers living “the lifestyle” regularly use Craigslist to bring variety 

into their bedroom. 
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Many of the rules regarding spam are less applicable outside of the 

traditional W4M or M4W section because the other categories 

receive much less traffic. This means that posts in these sections 

are more likely to be real and fewer people will normally be 

responding to them. Because of this the MW4MW and MW4M 

sections are like a hidden sexual oasis for anyone interested in 

having an orgy! 

Unlike other dating areas of Craigslist responding to posts in 

MW4M is often extremely fruitful. Whenever possible rework posts 

to use as responses to draw attention to yourself. Knowing the lingo 

and boasting a bit of experience goes a long way towards getting 

you invited to the party. If you’ve never had group sex before and 

want to seem more knowledgeable about it research local swingers 

clubs in your area and check them out (or at least know about them 

or pretend you’ve been there.) 

Once you’ve hooked up with a few women from Craigslist you’re 

likely to connect with a few that are really freaky and open to new 

things. When you get one like that hang onto her as she can be 

your key to entering the MW4MW section. So long as you have a 

woman interested in hooking up with another guy you can engage 

in some good old fashioned wife swapping. Post an ad yourself or 

respond to one you like to find out what they expect. So long as 

your partner is onboard this will be some of the kinkiest group sex 

of your life! 

CUCKOLDING 

Some people will want you to have sex with their wife while they 

watch, often as a means of humiliating them. Cuckolding is a 

combination of the DOM SUB relationship with group sex. You’ll be 

the dominant actor in this situation while the man whose wife or 

girlfriend you’re fucking submits to you. Normally you won’t have to 

do much to interact with the other guy other than possibly insulting 

him as he watches you have sex. Sometimes they aren’t even 

present when the actual deed gets done. They’ll just want to meet 

at a bar and watch you hit on their girlfriend. If she ends up liking 

you then it’s time to go someplace private with or without the guy 

she originally came with. 
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ADULT NURSING RELATIONSHIPS 

Lactating women will sometimes offer you the chance to drink their 

milk. They may be pregnant or have had children recently, but it is 

also possible that they don’t have any kids and have managed to 

induce lactation though another means. This can be part of a 

sexual experience that include more than just sucking titties for milk 

or it may be completely limited to just nursing without any sort of 

sex. Depending on how involved you want to be in this there are 

role playing relationships where men dress up or act like babies 

and allow women to treat them as such. You’ll need to 

communicate with your breastfeeding partner to find out exactly 

what sort of experience they are into. 

VIRGINS 

If you happen to be a virgin posting on Craigslist that can actually 

be an advantage for you when it comes to meeting women. There 

are tons women out there eagerly waiting to defile you and take 

your virginity. Even if you’ve had intercourse before, if there is a 

sexual act you’ve never tried, a race you’ve never been with, or an 

unusual sort of encounter you want to experience for the first time 

there are women ready and willing to do it with you. 

There is a novelty in being first that’s very alluring. Even though it 

may seem embarrassing to admit inexperience, when done 

properly it can definitely be used to your advantage. So much so 

that it can even be beneficial to pretend that you are less 

experienced than you actually are just to attract this sort of 

attention. 

On the flip side, it’s there is a growing trend for virgin women to 

seek out a partner through Craigslist to have their first sexual 

experience with. For some people the pressure of having sex with 

someone they know is too intimidating due to fear of being judged 

for their inexperience. The anonymity of Craigslist offers the chance 

to have sex without any inflated expectations. If you decide to 

pursue this sort of experience it’s extremely important that you’re 

patient and clear about your partner’s expectations. Remember this 

is very intimate situation so be respectful and nonjudgmental. 
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SAFETY 

Craigslist is overflowing with so many awesome sexual possibilities 

that will have you meeting tons of new people. It’s important to 

remember when dealing with strangers to always proceed with a 

healthy dose of precaution. You never know what might happen 

when you meet someone for the first time so in order to stay as 

safe as possible it’s a good idea to follow these few simple 

guidelines: 

Chat Safe – Once your posts are up you’ll be getting contacted by 

loads of new people every day. Before you actually meet up with 

any of them you have no idea who you’re actually dealing with. 

Don’t give out any revealing personal information such as your 

address or phone number until you know for sure they are a real 

person that you want to meet up with. I’ve said this before and I’ll 

say it again because I can’t repeat it often enough: DO NOT GIVE 

YOUR CREDIT CARD INTORMATION TO ANYONE ON 

CRAIGSLIST! 

Meet Safe – Your first encounter with someone you’re meeting on 

Craigslist is always the most intimidating. It’s best to meet 

someplace public so you can feel each other out before moving on 

to a more intimate setting. This is the first time you’ll be seeing 

them in person and they might not look exactly like their 

photograph. If the person you’re meeting doesn’t live up to your 

expectations or starts to give you creepy vibes this is a good time to 

walking away. 

Sex Safe – It’s always a good idea to practice safe sex especially 

when you don’t know who you’re sleeping with very well. To avoid 

STDs and unwanted pregnancies use condoms regularly. If you 

see any blisters, warts, or strange ooze coming out of any of the 

holes you plan to stick your dick in it would be wise to reconsider. 


